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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Southwest Airlines Standardizes on Intercomp Aircraft Platform Scales Across Multiple Locations 
  

Minneapolis, MN –Intercomp is pleased to announce the order of five sets of AC40-LP low profile 
platform scale systems for multiple Southwest Airlines locations.  With a fleet of almost 700 planes, 
Southwest is the world’s largest operator of Boeing 737 aircraft in the world.  

Southwest Airlines has been using Intercomp scales for over ten years.  However, as a result of 
the 2011 merger with AirTran, they acquired scales which use hydraulic load sensing 
technology.  Realizing the need to standardize on one supplier and scale technology to provide 
reliably consistent and accurate scale readings, Southwest conducted research and scale 
evaluations to determine which company and type of technology would provide the best weight & 
balance equipment for their operations.  In addition to performance evaluations, intrinsically safe 
product certification was desired to ensure compliance with fire safety and electrical codes. 

The airline selected Intercomp’s low-profile aircraft scales based on quality of scales and 
accessories, solid-state technology, and ease of use.  The fully electronic, certified intrinsically safe 
scales provide unequalled accuracy and repeatability desired for weight & balance operations, and 
meet the required safety certifications for potential trapped fuel circumstances.  Incorporating 
GaugeSense™ technology, the wireless, low-profile scales allow for accurate and repeatable 
weighing with temperature compensation, position insensitivity, and angle load mitigation 
incorporated into the scales. 

Coupled with ACWeigh™ Software, Southwest Airlines uses the scales and software for weight 
and balance operations providing accurate weighing records across their service locations.  This 
software facilitates all steps of the weighing process:  manage the scales and collect data 
wirelessly, detailed record keeping, and generating reports. 

As the manufacturer of aircraft scales and load cell equipment most widely used by airlines, MROs, 
and airframe manufacturers in the world, Intercomp continues to provide state-of-the-art, fully 
electronic aircraft weight and balance equipment unmatched in quality, performance, and support. 

For further information, contact Intercomp’s Sales Department at 800-328-3336 or worldwide  
763-476-2531, fax 763-476-2613 or write Intercomp, 3839 County Road 116, Medina, MN 55340.  

Contact us by E-mail at: acscale@intercompcompany.com   
or visit us on the web at: www.intercompaviation.com. 
Southwest Airlines: https://www.southwest.com/ 
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